
Appendix 10 
Parish Council Noticeboards 

 
1. Current Status and Conditions 
2. Future Opportunities 
3. Councillor ‘Adopt a Noticeboard’ 
 
1 Current Status 
 
There are currently 5 Parish Council Noticeboards with the boundaries of the Parish, of 
various types and designs and in a variety of conditions: 
 
 
Iver Village – 45b High Street 
(Branded and logo’d The Ivers Parish 
Council) 
 
This noticeboard is on the right hand 
boundary of the open space in front of 
the Parish Council office. It replaces two 
old noticeboards that were on the left 
hand boundary. It was in community use 
until a year ago when we re-purposed it 
for TIPC use. This did not have a 
pinboard as such and now has a 
magnetic backing with magnetic pins 
used to display notices. This is very 
successful. It lights up at night. The 
locking mechanism is acceptable but 
can be a bit cumbersome. 
 
 

 

Langley Park Road Shops 
(Branded The Ivers Parish Council) 
 
In relatively poor condition. The Perspex 
screens are damaged and disfigured, 
and the lock is broken and has been 
replaced by a hasp and padlock. The 
pinboard is relatively brittle making 
pinning notices more difficult. The 
surface area is slightly too small when 
there are a large number of notices to 
display. 
 
This would benefit immediately with the 
pinboards being replaced with the 
magnetic backing as at Iver Village. This 
will be implemented by Officers. 
 
 
 

 



Slough Road Shops 
(Branded Ivers Parish Council) 
 
This is a Green Barnes Noticeboard 
with the 3 lockable bays. It is in very 
good condition probably installed from 
new in the last five years. The Pinboard 
is in excellent condition. The size is 
perfectly adequate to display all Parish 
Council notices. There are maintenance 
needs with this board. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Iver Heath Co-op 
(Branded The Ivers Parish Council) 
 
In good condition. The pinboard is also 
in good condition. It is extremely small 
and we struggle to display all notices 
although every effort is made with a bit 
of folding and double pinning. The 
locking mechanism is good. The screen 
unlocks from the top and pulls down. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Richings Pk Centre / Wellesley Ave 
(Branded Richings Park Village, Parish 
Council [although maintained by TIPC]) 
 
In an acceptable condition although the 
screen hinges up which is heavy and for 
shorter people it is a struggle to release 
the hinges to close. It is tall so again if 
you are shorter its harder to get notices 
to the top. There is ample space for 
notices but the pinboard is warped and 
very brittle making it hard to pin notices. 
To the right of this noticeboard (not 
shown in this picture) is an identical 
board maintained by the Residents 
Association.   
 

 
 
It is recommended that councillors ahead of the meeting make themselves familiar with 
those noticeboards both in and outside of their locality. 
 
Noticeboard maintenance is currently carried out by the Deputy Clerk and the Administration 
Assistant. Given time at Noticeboards and travel time, It can take up to 90 minutes to carry 
out maintenance. Maintenance is often carried when the Deputy Clerk is out and about at 
sites, inspections or looking at defects / issues to effectively utilise the time out of the office. 
There is no ‘schedule’ for noticeboard maintenance, it is carried out on a ‘needs basis’ given 
the council meeting schedule and the need to place ad-hoc notices for display. 
 
2 Future Opportunities 
 
Councillors could consider these opportunities, or others: 

1) Carry out some general maintenance (e.g. replace brittle pinboards with a magnetic 
surface as at 45b noticeboard),  

2) Replace older noticeboards over a period of time – agree a programme 
3) Review the current location of noticeboards within this and ensure they are located 

across the Parish 
4) Agree a standard noticeboard type / style for the future 
5) Consider having a three-bay standard noticeboard with one bay unlocked for 

community use 
6) Introduce two new noticeboards at the Pavilions as ‘wall attached (without legs which 

is more cost effective) 
 
 
 
 



3 Councillor ‘Adopt a Noticeboard’ 
 
Nearby Parish Councils have a scheme by which a local councillor (or two) have 
responsibility with help / guidance from the officers for a noticeboard. This responsibility 
extends to helping manage and maintain the content and its timeliness / relevance, assist by 
highlighting any defects or maintenance required, display relevant notices in line with any 
agreed communication policy / strategy and to advertise contact details of local ward 
councillors and any public events such as surgeries to meet and highlight local issues for 
councillors to work with.  
 
In terms of meeting agendas the officers will take responsibility for ensuring they are 
displayed to current guidelines and will work with the relevant councillor(s) to ensure 
agendas are supplied. As we have a schedule of meetings and always meet the minimum 3 
clear days requirement for calling a meeting, councillors and officers can work together. For 
example the Deputy Clerk may contact the relevant councillors and say ‘An Agenda for the 
next OS&H meeting needs to be displayed next Thursday, will you be able to display this?’. It 
can be printed in the office and available to collect or you might be prepared to print it on a 
home printer if you have one. All Agendas are black on white only. There is potential to make 
the noticeboards relevant to the local areas and could include your details / picture etc (as 
the website already contains this) and any details of ‘surgeries’ or opportunities to discuss 
matters with yourselves. A good opportunity to get yourselves known in your local areas 
exists – we are very often approached by residents when maintaining the noticeboards for a 
chat, a question or a comment!  
 
The current OS&H Committee consists of 12 out of the 14 councillors but I would 
recommend we extend it to the other two councillors. Should we add a further two 
noticeboards then all councillors get an opportunity to be responsible for a noticeboard.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jeremy Day 
Deputy Clerk 
July 2022 
 
    


